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Abstract

High level of noise reduces the perceptual quality and intelli-
gibility of speech. Therefore, enhancing the captured speech
signal is important in everyday applications such as telephony
and teleconferencing. Microphone arrays are typically placed
at a distance from a speaker and require processing to enhance
the captured signal. Beamforming provides directional gain to-
wards the source of interest and attenuation of interference. It is
often followed by a single channel post-filter to further enhance
the signal. Non-linear spatial post-filters are capable of pro-
viding high noise suppression but can produce unwanted musi-
cal noise that lowers the perceptual quality of the output. This
work proposes an artificial neural network (ANN) to learn the
structure of naturally occurring post-filters to enhance speech
from interfering noise. The ANN uses phase-based features
obtained from a multichannel array as an input. Simulations
are used to train the ANN in a supervised manner. The perfor-
mance is measured with objective scores from speech recorded
in an office environment. The post-filters predicted by the ANN
are found to improve the perceptual quality over delay-and-sum
beamforming while maintaining high suppression of noise char-
acteristic to spatial post-filters.
Index Terms:Speech enhancement, Microphone arrays, Array
signal processing, Artificial neural networks, Psychoacoustics.

1. Introduction
Speech enhancement is used to improve the observed quality
and it is important in many everyday applications such as tele-
phony and distant talking interfaces. When the talker is distant
from the capturing microphone, reverberation and background
noise often reduce the captured quality significantly. Speech
enhancement can remove noise (denoising), reverberation (de-
reverberation), or both. When multiple speakers are talking
concurrently the problem of removing the interfering speakers
is called speech separation.

Time-frequency (T-F) masking is based on the windowing-
disjoint orthogonality assumption of signals, i.e. speech energy
is concentrated only to few time-frequency points, which do not
overlap between speakers [1]. A T-F mask typically approxi-
mates the ideal binary mask (IBM) and is applied by multiply-
ing the observed mixture, thus passing only the desired compo-
nents. However, musical noise artifacts can arise due to errors
in mask estimation. Recently, the real-valued ideal Wiener filter
(IWF) has been shown to improve speech intelligibility in noisy
conditions over IBM [2].

Machine learning techniques are popular in speech en-
hancement. In [3] a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
technique is used to learn spectral basis of speech and different
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noise types. The NMF reconstruction is then used to denoise the
observation. The authors of [4] train a long short-term memory
(LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) to predict a T-F mask
for speech enhancement. In [5] spectral features (such as Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients) and their delta components are
used to train a deep neural network (DNN) to predict the instan-
taneous SNR for each frequency band, which is used to estimate
the ideal ratio mask IRM. The authors of [6] use a combination
of DNNs and support vector machines (SVMs) for speech en-
hancement by binary classification of T-F bands. In [7], deep
recurrent autoencoder neural network is trained to denoise input
features for noise robust automatic speech recognition (ASR).

While the above methods primarily utilize a monophonic
signal, binaural signals enable the use of spatial cues, i.e., in-
teraural time delay (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD).
The degenerate unmixing estimation technique (DUET) clusters
each TF point based on its cue values [8]. In [9] this is done by
supervised learning via kernel-density estimation for a binary
T-F mask value. In [10] the spatial cues (along with pitch fea-
tures for voiced frames) are used to train two sets of multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs) for each combination of azimuth angle and
frequency band. This approach requires a lot of training data
and computations.

Beamforming is linear filtering applied to microphone ar-
ray signals in order to amplify the desired direction(s) and/or
attenuate unwanted one(s). The most simple fixed weight beam-
former is the delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB) that sums the
temporally aligned input signals from the desired direction of
arrival (DOA). In contrast, adaptive methods update the filter
coefficients based on estimates of the noise and signal statis-
tics. The beamforming output can be further enhanced by mul-
tiplying with a post-filter, i.e. a type of T-F mask. An adap-
tive beamformer known as minimum variance distortionless re-
sponse (MVDR) combined with the single channel Wiener fil-
ter has been shown to be an optimal approach in the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) sense [11, Ch.3]. The ability to in-
crease the SNR of the beamformer output has been successfully
shown with different post-filters [12, 11, 13, 14], which differ
in the assumptions made of the signal and noise.

A spatial post-filter can suppress also point-wise noise
sources. Tashev et al. derived the instantaneous DOA (IDOA)
filter in [15], in which phase-difference measurements form a
likelihood function for post-filter estimation. Selzer et al. [16]
proposed a statistical generative model to estimate speech and
noise parameters as Gaussian random variables with applica-
tion to post-filtering using phase-difference and spectral obser-
vations for a four microphone linear array. As in [10] the phase
based features are dependent on the angle of the source. While
spatial filtering has impressive suppression of noise as evident
in [15] it can also produce unwanted artifacts that lead to lower
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perceptual quality than that of the simple DSB. Therefore, it is
important to investigate noise suppression capability of spatial
filtering in conjunction with perceptual quality. Selzer et al. [17]
proposed a log-MMSE adaptive beamformer that uses the spa-
tially post-filtered signal as the desired signal to produce higher
perceptual quality over DSB.

This work proposes the use of a multilayer perceptron
(MLP), a type of artificial neural network, to learn the map-
ping from phase-based features directly into post-filter values
using a circular microphone array. In contrast to angle depen-
dent models [16, 10] the input feature is angle independent and
a single MLP can be used to predict the post-filter. This re-
duces the model complexity over previous methods. In con-
trast to previous binaural approaches that utilize the IBM as the
target, the MLP here predicts the IWF, i.e., a real-valued post-
filter. Finally, in contrast to traditional post-filters, the MLP
does not require explicit assumptions or estimates of the signal
and noise statistics. Instead, data generated by simulations is
used to train the MLP, while the performance is evaluated with
recorded speech. The proposed MLP based post-filter operates
in the MEL-frequency domain.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews beam-
forming and DOA estimation. The conventional spatial post-
filter is reviewed in Section 3. The proposed MLP based spatial
post-filter is presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the
array speech recordings. Section 6 reports and discusses the
results and is followed by the conclusions Section 7.

2. Beamforming and DOA Estimation
The ith microphone signal xi(t), i = 1, . . . ,M is modeled as
delayed and attenuated version of the source signal s(t) em-
bedded in additive noise vi(t). Using discrete time short-time
Fourier transform the ith input signal is

Xi(t,!) = Hi(t,!)S(t,!) + Vi(t,!), (1)

where Hi(t,!) is the transfer function between the ith micro-
phone and source, ! is angular frequency, and t is time frame in-
dex. The delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB) with post-filtering
aligns the microphone signals before summation

Y (t,!) =
1
M

M!

i=1

Xi(t,!)e
j!"i,1(k)

" #$ %

YDSB(t,!)

·Hpost(t,!) (2)

where Hpost(t,!) is the real-valued post-filter gain. The steer-
ing delays are time difference of arrival (TDOA) values defined
as

"i,j(k) = (mi !mj)
T
k, (3)

where mi " R
3"1 denotes the ith microphone position, and

k " R
3"1 denotes the source emitted wavefront’s direction of

arrival (DOA) with respect to array origin. Both vectors are
represented in a Cartesian coordinate system. The relation to
spherical coordinates (azimuth # and elevation $) is

k = c#1 [sin(#) cos($), cos(#) cos($), sin($)]T , (4)

where c is the speed of sound, and consequently #k# = c#1,
where # · # denotes Euclidean norm.

2.1. DOA estimation

The generalized cross-correlation (GCC) is applied to estimate
the source DOA k in frame t with the steered response power
(SRP) method [18]

Rgcc(t,k)=
!

${i,j}

& #

##

%ij(t,!)Xi(t,!)X
!
j (t,!)e

j!"i,j(k)d!,

(5)
where the summation is over all unique pairs {i, j}, and
%ij(t,!) = |Xi(t,!)X

!
j (t,!)|

#1 is PHAT weighting that
removes the amplitude information. For simplicity, a static
source is assumed, and a finite grid of fixed DOA vectors
K = [k1, . . . ,kN ]T is used to evaluate a log-energy weighted
response over time. The maximum weight DOA vector is ex-
tracted as the DOA estimate

k̂ = argmax
k%K

' T!

t=0

E(t) · Rgcc(t,k)

(

, (6)

where E(t) = 10 log10(
1
M

)M
i=1

* #

##
|Xi(t,!)|2d!) is the

log-energy of frame t, and T is the number of frames.

3. Conventional Spatial Post-Filter
Following the azimuth angle IDOA filter definition of [15] and
omitting the time index for brevity the expression of IDOA for
a DOA vector k is

!!(k) =
#!(!)!"!(k)#

#$!!(k)
$k

#
, (7)

where !(!) " R
P"1 is a vector of measured pairwise phase

differences between all P = M(M ! 1)/2 unique microphone
pairs {i, j}, with elements

!(!)=[!X1(!)!!X2(!),. . . ,!XM#1(!)!!XM (!)]T, (8)

where !(·) is the phase angle of a complex number. The theo-
retical phase difference vector is defined as

"!(k) = ! · ["1,2(k), "1,3(k), . . . , "M#1,M (k)]T, (9)

where "!(k) " R
P"1. Finally, &"!(k)/&k is the partial

derivative of "!(k) with respect to k.
The probability density for frequency ! to come from de-

sired direction k is [15]

p(!,k) =
1

+

2'(!(k)
exp(!

!!(k)
2

2(!(k)
), (10)

where (!(k) is spatial variance estimated from data [15]. The
direct spatial post-filter (DSPF) is [15]

Hc(t,!) =
p(!,k)

)L
l=1 p(!,kl)

, (11)

where kl denotes l = 1, . . . , L different steering directions.
DSPF allows steep noise suppression but entails artifacts. Note
that [15] proposes the additional use of a HMM framework.

4. Neural Network Based Post-Filter
A block diagram of beamforming with spatial post-filtering is
presented in Fig. 1. The post-filter values are obtained in the
MEL frequency domain. A widely applied conversion from lin-
ear frequency fHz (in Hz) to MEL frequency is

MEL(fHz) = 2595 log10(fHz/700 + 1). (12)

The use of MEL-frequency scale is motivated by the psycho-
acoustic properties of the human hearing system i.e. closely
spaced frequencies mask each other. Furthermore, the compu-
tational complexity of post-filter gain for B frequency bands
instead of NDFT frequency bins can lead to large computational
savings, since typically B $ NDFT.
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the proposed post-filter approach.
The phase-differences are first extracted between microphone
pairs, then subtracted from theoretical delays, and converted
into input features ut(b|k) for frequency bands b = 1, . . . , B.
Similarly, averaged features over other directions are extracted
as vt(b). Using these values, the MLP predicts the post-filter
values for each frequency band. The frequency band values are
then converted to linear scale HMLP(t,!). Finally, post-filter
values are applied to the beamformer output YDSB(t,!).

4.1. MLP Structure

Given an estimated look direction k (6), a spatial feature
ut(!|k) is calculated by averaging the cosines of differences
between the measured and theoretical phase differences over all
P microphone pairs {i, j}

ut(!|k)=
1
P

!

${i,j}

cos (!Xi(t,!)!!Xj(t,!)!!"i,j(k)), (13)

where ut(!|k) " [!1,+1] is a scalar value at time t. Note
that the cos(·) function is used to wrap the phase values into the
range [!1,+1], and therefore value ut(!|k) = 1 indicates per-
fect agreement between measured and theoretical phase differ-
ences between all microphone pairs. The frequency features are
then transferred into b = 1, . . . , B MEL band values ut(b|k).

The information about signals arriving from non-look di-
rections is taken from the average value over non-look direction
feature values

vt(b) =
1
L

L!

l=1

ut(b|kl), (14)

where direction vectors k1, . . . ,kL are spread around the
space, and do not include the desired direction. The vector

f
t = [ut(1|k), . . . , ut(B|k), vt(1), . . . , vt(B)]T (15)

is the input vector of the MLP. The size of the input layer is
therefore 2B (excluding the bias).

One hidden layer twice the size of the input layer was se-
lected empirically. The B output layer values are assigned
as the post-filter values in the MEL frequency domain, i.e.
HMLP(t, b) = otb(f

t,w), where b = 1, . . . , B. The value of
the bth node of the output layer can be written as [19]

otb(f
t,w)=)

,
4B
!

j=1

w(2)
bj )

,
2B
!

i=1

w(1)
ji f t

i +w(1)
j0

-

+w(2)
b0

-

, (16)

where w(1)
ji denotes the weight given for the ith input by hidden

layer neuron j, w(2)
bj is the weight given for the output of the

jth hidden layer neuron by the bth node of the output layer,

)(·) is the logistic sigmoid function, w(1)
j0 and w(2)

b0 are bias
weights, and w simply denotes the set of all weights. Note that
the logistic function is also applied at the output nodes, which
bounds the post-filter value between the range [0,1].

The linear domain post-filter values are obtained by inverse
mapping denoted as MEL#1. Figure 1 represents a block dia-
gram of the process.
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Figure 2: Left panel displays input feature vectors f
t at each

time frame t. Middle panel is the target value (ideal Wiener
filter) in MEL frequency domain. Right panel displays the pre-
dicted values in MEL frequency domain.

4.2. Training Data

An eight microphone circular array with 10 cm radius was used
to simulate audio with 16 kHz sampling rate with added noise
and reverberation. Two different sized rooms with reverberation
times (T60) 0.4 s and 0.9 s with two source distances of 1.2 m
and 2.4 m were used to generate room impulse responses (RIR)
for each microphone using the image method [20]. For each
room and distance combination 100 randomly selected TIMIT
database speech sentences were convolved with the RIRs to
simulate the reverberant array signals. In each repetition, the
array was placed in the center of the room, and the source an-
gle was drawn randomly between surrounding azimuth angles
[0&, 360&]. Independent and identically distributed white Gaus-
sian noise was added to the microphone signals, and the re-
sulting SNR was drawn from a uniform distribution between
[+12,+40] dB. The purpose of adding noise is to provide di-
verse training samples for the neural network in order to be
generic enough to be applied in different conditions.

A 32 ms window with 75 % overlap was used to extract
the features (15) from all 400 simulated recordings. The target
values were obtained from the ideal Wiener filter (IWF) [21]

HIWF(t,!) =
Pss(t,!)

Pss(t,!) + Pnn(t,!)
, (17)

where Pss(t,!) and Pnn(t,!) are the signal and noise power
spectra. In the IWF evaluation Pss(t,!) contains only the di-
rect path component of the impulse response convolved with
the talker’s signal. Early reflections and late reverberation com-
ponents arrive from different directions than the source and are
omitted, since the combined phase difference measurement (13)
can only be related to one direction. Pnn(t,!) contains the
added noise. The data was divided into 80 % training, 10 % test-
ing, and 10 % evaluation sets. The error back-propagation al-
gorithm was used to train1 MLP weights w (16) using stochas-
tic gradient descent using mini-batches of 100 samples. The
training was stopped when the performance on the test set did
not improve in 15 epoch or epochs exceeded 500. After 500
epochs, the training was stopped and the MSE on evaluation
data was 0.0157. Figure 2 displays an example of the input vec-
tors (left panel), the desired IWF values (middle panel), and the
predicted values (right panel). It is noted that the upper part of
the feature vector, i.e. values f1, . . . , fB , could be used to pre-
dict the T-F mask as such. However, including the latter part
of the feature vector fB+1, . . . , f2B , was found to discriminate
against spatial noise sources.

1The Deep Learn Toolbox implementation of MLP
was used, http://github.com/rasmusbergpalm/
DeepLearnToolbox.



5. Description of Recordings
An small office was used to capture speech recordings with an
8 channel microphone array with 10 cm radius and a reference
microphone mounted on a stand at 1.5 m height. The array was
elevated on a stand at 1.0 m height, and consisted of omnidi-
rectional electret condenser microphones (Sennheiser MKE 2).
The reference microphone was a cardioid pattern Røde NT 55
condenser microphone. The recordings consist of phonetically
balanced sentences [22] captured at 1.3 m (near) and 2.0 m (far)
distance from the array center with 48 kHz sampling rate. Two
PCs were emitting fan noise at approximately 1 m and 1.5 m
distances from the array, in different angles than the speaker. A
total of 77 recordings were captured from four different male
speakers (38 far, 39 near), with an average sentence length of
3.8 s.

6. Results and Discussion
The number of MEL-frequency bands was empirically set to
B = 30. The data was downsampled to 16 kHz, and processed
in 32 ms Hann weighted windows with 75 % overlap between
sequential frames. The predefined look directions for DOA esti-
mation K were distributed to the upper hemisphere of the array,
refer to Eq. (6). Ten different (L = 10) directions were used to
evaluate the features from other directions, refer to Eq. (14).

6.1. Objective Metrics

The objective performance in terms of segmental SNR was
measured using the RMS normalized reference signal S(t, f)
and the RMS normalized enhanced signal Y (t, f)

SNR=
10

T ·NDFT

T!

t=1

NDFT!

f=1

log10
|S(t, f)|2

(|S(t, f)|!|Y (t, f)|)2
, (18)

where f is discrete frequency index, and NDFT = 512. The
frequency-weighted segmental SNR (fwSNRseg) was also eval-
uated since it has been reported to have a high correlation with
perceptual quality [23]2.

A short-time objective intelligibility measure (STOI) [24] is
used to evaluate the perceptual quality of speech. It is designed
for predicting the intelligibility of TF-weighted noisy speech.

6.2. Results

The results with the discussed metrics over the recordings are
presented in Table 1. Both distances are reported separately.
Scores for four methods are reported: a single microphone sig-
nal of the array, DSB, DSB with DSPF (11), and DSB with the
the proposed MLP based post-filter (described in Sec. 4).

When the reference microphone is in the near location
(1.3 m from array center) the STOI score for the single mi-
crophone is 0.72 and is increased to 0.79 by using DSB. The
utilization of DSB also adds 3 dB to the fwSNRseg, and 4 dB
to the SNR in contrast to using a single microphone. By us-
ing the proposed MLP post-filter on the DSB output, the STOI
score is further increased to 0.84. Furthermore, the SNR and
the fwSNRseg are both increased by approximately 5 dB over
DSB. This shows a clear improvement for the proposed post-
filter over DSB in both the capability to suppress noise. The
DSB+DSPF has lower STOI score than DSB, but has noise sup-
pression over DSB. This is in line with previous research [25]
that reported PESQ [26] values for the speech quality.

2Implemented with 23 MEL-frequency bands, and ! = 0.2

Table 1: Average scores of each method under test, i.e., a single
array microphone (Mic.), delay-and-sum beamforming (DSB),
DSB with a direct spatial post-filter (DSB+DSPF), and DSB
with the proposed MLP based post-filter (DSB+MLP). Mean
scores of two talker distances are given.

Near (1.3 m) Mic. DSB DSB+DSPF DSB+MLP
STOI 0.72 0.79 0.76 0.84
fwSNRseg (dB) -0.6 2.3 5.5 6.8
SNR (dB) -4.0 -0.1 4.3 4.9

Far (2.0 m) Mic. DSB DSB+DSPF DSB+MLP
STOI 0.65 0.71 0.72 0.78
fwSNRseg (dB) -0.4 1.4 4.2 5.1
SNR (dB) -3.9 -0.9 3.2 3.9

In the more difficult scenario the reference microphone is at
2.0 m distance from the array. The overall scores for the single
microphone signal do not decrease much despite the increase
in talker distance. However, all DSB metrics are lower than in
the near position. Once again, the use of MLP post-filter on the
DSB increases the STOI by 0.07 to 0.78, fwSNRseg and SNR
are increased approximately by 4 dB and 5 dB. The increase in
scores when using the proposed MLP post-filter is almost the
same as in the near condition. Similarly the to near condition,
in the far condition the DSB+DSPF has STOI score near DSB,
but shows large noise suppression over DSB.

The results with the gathered speech data show that the pro-
posed method increases both the perceptual quality (in terms of
intelligibility) and suppression of noise over DSB. The MLP
training did not include any samples from the recording envi-
ronment, and utilized only simulations with the TIMIT database
speech samples. This means that the MLP was successful in
generalizing the prediction of the post-filter in an unseen en-
vironment, which increases the method’s practical value. The
DOA estimation was kept as simple as possible, and did not
consider moving sources. We note that the MLP prediction
utilizes only the most recent input feature vector. Therefore,
the approach is applicable with any source direction tracking
method. In the future, we would like to extend the method to-
wards separating multiple moving talkers, and evaluate the ef-
fect of using more advanced neural network structures.

7. Conclusions
This paper proposes using an artificial neural network (ANN)
in the design of spatial post-filtering for beamforming. More
specifically, the multilayer perceptron (MLP) is applied. Spatial
cues from noisy and reverberant speech are used to train a MLP
to predict post-filter values corresponding to the ideal Wiener
Filter (IWF). The post-filter is obtained in the MEL-frequency
scale and is converted to linear frequency scale before being
applied to delay-and-sum beamforming (DSB). The method
was evaluated with microphone array recordings of speech sen-
tences in an office at two different distances. Objective mea-
surements of intelligibility (STOI) show that the MLP based
post-filter provides increase in perceptual quality over DSB,
while the segmental SNR and frequency-weighted segmental
SNR indicate significant noise suppression over DSB.
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